Summary
At Bottlez, we are looking to massively disrupt the way wine is bought both on the web and on
mobile. Founders bring deep market expertise and after outsourcing development for the first
year, are looking for a kick-ass developer to head the technical team. The job will require at
least one year posting in Shanghai in order to gain a better understanding of the specifics of
the international wine trade. The service is currently live as a beta version in Hong Kong, and
we aim to launch in China, France, and UK before year-end.

Responsibilities
● Inherit code base from our outsourced development team
● Define the strategy for, and take complete ownership of, the technical stack. Pick the
right tools for the job and ensure they are implemented in the right way;
● Get hands dirty and code;
● Establish the technical vision and culture for the business, including choosing the right
processes and tools for us to be maximally effective, i.e. slack, agile/kanban,
trello/mingle, etc.;
● Own the product and technical roadmap, and be able to communicate these to the
team as well as external stakeholders;
● Facilitate the creation of extraordinary user experiences for our customers with a
focus on best-of-breed UI/UX and MVP;
● Create a culture of constant product innovation with the customer as the focus

Qualities
The ideal candidate is a leader, thinker, architect and most importantly a creator with a passion
for devising products for consumers, along with;
● Spoken and written English
● Experience and knowledge of ecommerce frameworks
● Sufficient coding skills to attract and motivate the calibre of developers you will want
to hire;
● An entrepreneurial and strong minded nature, willing to pursue excellence before
everything else and commit to building something huge over an extended period;
● Experience of building and delivering great products, directly managing dev teams and
understanding consumer needs;
● A passion for great UI/UX - a fundamental aversion to ugliness in product!
● Great comms skills, and a vision that goes beyond the next new fashionable transient
technology and focuses on cultivating the kind of team that underpins a great
technology business.

Compensation
● Competitive + equity.

How to apply
● Send references of significant projects (URLs, Github etc) that you have been involved
with and if you have one at hand, your CV to: founders@bottlez.com

